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Abstract 

In this paper, we shall writ.e A __ using a notation, item notation, which enables one 
to make more redexes visible, and sha11 extend j3-reduction to all visible redexes. We 
will prove that A_ written in item notation and accommodated with extended reduc
tion, satisfies a1l its original properties (such as Church Rosser, Subject Reduction and 
Strong Normalisation). The notation itself is very simple: if I translates classical terms 
to our notation, then I(t,t2) '= (I(t,)6)I(t!) and I(>'v".t) '= (p>'v)I(t). For exam
ple, t == ((..\'X7:X4 .(AX6:X3 '''\L'~:X I-X:;! .X5X4)X3)X2)Xl J call be written in our item notation 
as I(t) '= (x,6)(x26)(X.>'x,)(X36)(X3>'x,)((X, -4 X,)>'x,)(X.6)X5 where the visible re
dexes are based on al1 the matching oA-couples. So here, the redexes are based on 
(x 26)(X.>'.,), (X36)(X3>'x,) and (",6)((X, -4 X 2»..,). In classical notation however, 
only the redexes based 011 (A;t:7:X4 , - -)X2 and (AX6:X3' - -)X3 are immediately visi
ble. The third redex, (.\.!:~:(Xr ..... X:d' - -)X2' only becomes visible when the first two 
red exes have been cont,racted. We extend .B-reduction so that we can contract newly vis
ible redexes even before other redexes have been contracted. So in our example above, 
(x,6)((X, -4 X 2)>'x,) can be collt,ract.ed before (x,6)(X.>',,) or (X36)(X3>'x,). This re
finement (which cannot be done ill classical notat,ion) is achieved by generalising the axiom 
(3 from (t,6)(p>.,,)t2 -+~ t,[11 := td t.o (t,6)8(p>'v)t, ~~ 8(t,[V := td) for 8 consisting of 
matching 6>.-couples only. Hence, as (x 26)(X.>'x, )(X36)(X3>'x,) consists of matching 6>'
couples, we get. t.hat I(t) ~~ (a:28)(X4>'x,)(X36)(X3>'x,)(((X46)X5)[X5 := xd). 
Furthermore, wit.h our item notat.ion, it. is possible to refine reduction by rewriting (or 
reshufJling) terms so that matching b'A-couples occur adjacent t.o each ot.her. For exam
ple, we can rewrite I(t) above as ("'28)(X.>',,)(X36)(X3>'x,)(x,6)((X, -+ X 2)>'x,)(x.6)X5. 
We shall formalise term reshuffling and shall show that. it is correct and preserves both 
.B-reduction and t,yping. 

Keywords: fJ-reduction, Church Rosser, Subject Reduction, Strong Normalisation. 
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1 Introduction 

The notation of this paper, item notation, is a novel notation where the argument is given 
before the function, the type is given before the A, and where the parentheses are grouped 
differently than those of the classical notation. So that, if I translates classical terms into our 
notation, then I(tlt,) is written as (I(t2)6)I(tl) and I(Av,p.t) is written as (pAv)I(t). Both 
(tli) and (pAv) are called items. 

Example 1.1 I((Ax,x,~(X2~X,).Ay,x,.xy)z) == (z6)(Xl -> (X2 -> X3)Ax)(X1Ay)(y6)x. The 
items are (z6), (Xl -> (X2 -> X3)Ax), (X1Ay) and (yli). 

Before we discuss the calculus and the properties of typing, let us see why we want to extend 
the notion of a redex and to refine fJ-reduction. 

In the classical A-calculus, the notions of redex, and of fJ-reduction are described as follows: 

Definition 1.2 (Rede,,"s and fJ-reduction in classical notation) 
In the classical notation of the A-calculus, a redex is of the fon)l. (Av,p.t)t'. Moreover, one-step 
fJ-reduction ---7{3 is the compatible 1'e/ation generated out of the axiom fJ: (Av,p.t)t' ---7 {3 t[ v := t'J. 
Many step fJ-1'I!duction ---*{3, is the reflexive f1'ansitive clOSU1-e of --7{3. 

With our item notation, classical redexes and f1-reduction take the following form: 

Definition 1.3 (Classical r-ede,,,es (md f1-"eduction in item notation) 
In the item notation of the A-calculus, a classical redex is of the form (t'6)(pAv)t. We 
call the pair (t'6)(pA v), a oA-pair, 0/' a "A-segment. The classical fJ-reduction axiom is: 
(t'6)(pAv)t ---7{3 t[v := t'J. One and many step f1-reduction m-e defined as in Definition 1.2. 

Example 1.4 In the classica.l term t. == (( A",X,.( Ax6 ,X 3 .Ax"X, ~X2'X SX4)X3)X2)Xl, we have 
the following redexes (the fact that neither "'6 nor "'7 appear as free variables in their respective 
scopes does not matter here; this is just to keep the example simple and clear): 

2. (Ax"x,.( Ax6 ,x, .Ax"x, ~X2 . '''S'''4 )X3)X2 

In item notation t becomes (a'j,,)(a'zo)(X4Ax,)(a'36)(X3Ax6)((XI -+ X2)Ax,)(x4o)xs. Here, 
the two classical red exes correspond to oA-pairs as follows: 

1. (Ax6,x3.Ax,:x,~x2.:I:5"'4)'''3 corresponds to (X30)(X3Ax6)' ((Xl -> X2)Ax,)(x4o).~s is 
ignored as it is easily retrievable in item notation. It is the maximal snbterm of t to the 
right of (X3Ax6)' 

2. (Ax"x,.( Ax"x, .Ax"x, ~X2 .a'Sx4)"'3)X2 corresponds to (a'Z6)(X4Ax,)' 
Again (a'36)( X 3Ax6)( (Xl --7 X 2 )A,,01( X40)X5 is ignored for the same reason as above. 

There is however a third redex which is 1I0t immediately visible in the classical term; namely, 
(Ax5'X,~X2,XSX4)Xl' Such a redex will only be visible after we have contracted the above two 
redexes (we will not discuss the order here). In fact, assume we contract the second red ex in 
the first step, and the first red ex in the second step. I.e. 

((Ax"x,.( Ax"x, .Ax"x, ~X2 ·'I:5'''4)'':3)a'2)x1 ---7{3 

(( Ax6 ,x3 .Ax"x, ~X2 .a'5'''4)'''3 )'''1 -+{3 

(Ax~:Xl_X2·;V5:r4):l;1 --t{3 XIX4 
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Now, even though all these three red exes are needed in order to get the normal form of 
t, only the first two were visible in the classical term at first sight. The third could only 
be seen once we had contracted the first two redexes. In item notation, the third redex 
(Ax"X,_X2,X5X4)XI is visible as it corresponds to the matching (XIO)((XI --+ X 2)Axs ) where 
(XIO) and (XI --+ X 2)Ax,) are separated by the segment (X20)(X4Ax7)( X30)( X3Ax6)' Hence, 
by extending the notion of a redex from being a o-item adjacent to a A-item, to being a 
matching pair of 0- and A-items, we can make more redexes visible. This extension furthermore 
is simple, as in (tIO)S(PAv), we say that (t10) and (pAv) match if S has the same structure 
as a matching composite of opening and closing brackets, each o-item corresponding to an 
opening bracket and each A-item corresponding to a closing bracket. For example, in t above, 
(XIO) and (XI --+ X 2)Axs ) match as (X20)(X4Ax,)(X30)(X3Ax6) has the bracketing structure 
[J[ J (see Figure 1 which is drawn ignoring types just for the sake of argument). With this 

nn 
Figure 1: Redexes in itcln notation 

extension of redexes, we refine .B-reduction in two different ways: 

1. By changing (.8) from (t, 8)(pA,,)t2 -+f3 t,[v := t,] to (t,o)s(pA"lt2 ~p s(t,[v := t,]) if 
(t10) and (pAv) match. 

2. By r-eshujJl£ng terllls so that. matching 8's and A'S occur adjacently. 

We start by showing that """'(3 (t.he reflexive transitive closure of -v,{J) is a generalisation of 
--(3 (Lemma 3.7). We will then show that A_ with ---(3 satisfies all the desirable typing 
properties. In particular, we will esta.blish that A_ extended with"""'{J satisfies the following: 

1. Church Rosser: this says tha.!. if a program is evaluated in two different ways, then the 
answer stays the same (Theorem 3.10). 

2. Subject Reduction: this says that if a program P is well-typed then the program ob
tained from evaluating some st.eps in P is also well-typed (Theorem 3.13). 

3. Unicity of Types: t.his says that a well-typed program has a unique type and that two 
equal programs have t.he same t.ype (Lemma 3.15). 

4. Strong Normalisation: this says t.hat. an ways of evaluating a well-t.yped program ter
minate (Theorem 3.211. 

We will furthermore show that. term reshuffling is correct. In particular, we shall show that 
A_ accommodated with t.erm rcshllilling 1'S, sat.isfies the following: 

1. Reshuffling a t.erm, moves all 8's next to their matching A's (Lemma 4.9). 
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2. Reshuffling terms preserves ---+p. That is, if t ""p t' then there exists til such that 
1'5(t) ---+p til and 1'5(1.') = 1'5(t") (Lemma 4.11). 

3. Reshuffling terms preserves types. That is, if r f- t : p then r f- l' 5(t) : p (Lemma 4.13). 

2 A---+ in item notation 

In this section, we shall introduce the known A~ (which uses the ordinary iJ-reduction -+>p), 
and its properties. We shall write A~ immediately in item notation. That is, we assume a 
translation function I from terms in classical notation to terms in item notation such that: 

I(v) 
I(Av,p.t) 
I(!,t2) 

v if v is a variable 
(pAu)I(t) 
(I( t2)o)I( /,) 

2.1 The basic theory 

In Church's system A~, types and terms are defined a,s follows: 

Definition 2.1 (Types of A_.J 
The set of types l' of A~ is defined as follows: 

Types l' 
V 

V I (1' ---+ T) 
{XO,X

"
" -} Type variables 

Tha.t is, t.ypes are eit.her variables snch as .. ,Yo, Xl, --'Y2, ... or arrow types. 

Definition 2.2 (Terms of A~) 
The sct of ter",s AT of A~ is defined as follows: 

AT 
V 

v I (TAv)AT I (ATO)AT 
{xo, x" ... } 

Terms 
Variables 

In othe1' w07'ds, a tel'1r"t is eithcl' a va'l'iable :co, ;C], X2, .. " or an abstraction or an application. 

Notation 2.3 We let P, p', PI, P2, ... range over types, a, a', a" a2, ... range over type vari
ables. Furthermore, we take t, I.', tl, ( 2) .•. to ra.nge over tenns and let v, v', VI, ... range over 
variables. 

Parentheses tnoreovcr will be Oluitted when no confusion occurs. 

We understand PI ---+ P2 -, ... P" to mean (P1 ---+ (P2 ---+ ." ---+ (Pn-1 ---+ Pn)" .)). 

Bound and free variables in A~ are defined as usual. We write BV(t) and FV(t) to represent 
the bound and free va.riables of t. respectively. Substitution moreover, is defined in the usual 
way. Furthermore, we take terms to be equivalent up to variable renaming. For example, we 
take (P..\xo)xo :::: (PA;l:J ):C]. We assume moreover, the Barendregt variable convention which is 
formally stated as follows: 

Definition 2.4 (BC: Bm'endregt's Convention for A~J 
Names of bound variables will always be chosen such that they differ' from the free ones in a 
term. Hence, we will not have (V8)(pA,,)V, but (VO)(pA",)V' instead. 
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Definition 2.5 (Compatibility) 
We say that a relation -+ on terms is compatible iff the following holds: 

t --+ t' t -+ t' 

t --+ tf 

Basically compatibility means that if t -+ t' then T[tJ -+ T[t'J where T[ J is a "term with a 
hole in it". 

Definition 2.6 ((3-reduction ---;>{3 in >._) 
In >._, (3-,·educti.on -+{3, is the least compatible ,dation genemted out of the following axiom: 

We take -*{3 to be the "ejkeive tm1l8itive c!os1t1'e of ---+{3 and ={3 to be the least equivalence 
relation generated by -* fi. 

Definition 2.7 ((main) items, (main, 8>.-)segments, context, body, endvar, weight) 

• If v is a vm'iable, p is a type and t is a term then (p>'v) and (t8) are items (the first is 
called A-item, the second /'i-item). We use s, 81, "'i, ... to lunge over items. 

• A concatenation of zero 01' mOT'C items is a segment. We use 5,81, Si,' .. as meta
variables for segments. We lV1'ite 0 for the empty segment. 

• Each tC1'1n t is the concatenation of zero or morc items and a vaf'iable: t :::::. 8182'" snv, 
These item,s 81,82, .. " Sn al'e called the main items of t. 

• Analogously, a segment "8 is a concatenation of zero or more items: s == 8182 .. ,sn; 
again, these items 81, 82, ... ,Sn (if any) arc called the main items, this time of s, 

• A concatenat£on of adjacent main ite1Tts (in t or s), Sm" 'Sm+k, is called a main 
segment (in t 01' s). 

• A context is a segment which consists of only>. -items. We use r, r', r 1, r 2 , ... to range 
over contexts. 

• A 8>.-segment is a 6-itcm immediately followed by a >.-item. 

• Let t '" SV be a term. Then we call s the body of t, denoted body(t), and v the end 
variable of t, or endvar(t). It follows that t '" body(t) endvar(t). 

• The weight of a >'_-scgmellt s, weight(s), is the number of main items that compose 
the segment.. Moreover, we define weight(t) = weight(body(t)). 

Definition 2.8 (Stat.ements) 
A statement is of t.he form t : p, t and p ""e called the subject and the type of the statement 
,·espectively. 
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Convention 2.9 In a context, we never have two occurrences of Av (for the same v). Hence, 
contexts are wha,t [Barendregt 92] calls bases. 

We need the following definition over contexts: 

Definition 2.10 Let I' = (PIA", )(p2Av,)'" (PkAvk) be a context.. Then 

1. dom(r) = {Vl,V2, ... ,vd 

2. (pAv) E' I' iff (pAv) is an item of r. If 1" is a context such that all items of 1" are also 
items of 1', we wI'ite 1" <;' 1'. 

3. Let Vo be a set of term variables. I' r Vo (the restriction of I' to Vo) is the context which 
only contains the items (pA,,) E' l' fOl' which v E Vo, in the ol'iginal order. 

Now for the formulation of the typing rules we can use the following definitions for the 
derivation of so-called judgements of the form I' I- t : p. 

Definition 2.11 (Typing l'ules of A_) 
A statement t : p is del'ivable in the conte:d r, notation I' I- t : p, if t : p can be derived using 
the following I'ules: 

(Axiom) rl-v:p if(pAv)E'1' 

(...., -elimination) 
I' I- t : p I' I- t' : (p --+ p') 

r I- (t8)t' : p' 

(--+ -introduction) r(pAv) I- t : p' 
I' I- (pA,,)t : (p --+ p') 

2.2 Properties of A_ 

Here we list the properties of A_ (that we will establish for extended reduction) without 
proofs. The reader can refer to [Barendregt 92) for details. 

Theorem 2'.12 (The Chm'Ci, Rosser Theorem) 
If t -- {J tl andt ""* Il 1'2 then thel'e exist.s t3 such that h ""* {J 1.3 and t2 --7> (J t3 0 

Lemma 2.13 (Conte,'! lemma) 

1. \ir,r,\i,\i ell' <;' 1" " r I- t : p ='> 1" I- t : p] 

2. 'fr'f,'fp[r I- t : p ='> FV(t) <; dom(r)] 

3. 'fr'f,'fp[r I- t: p ='> rr FV(t) I- 1.: p] 

Proof: All by induction on the derivation I' I- t : p. o 

Lemma 2.14 (Generation lemma) 

1. \ir'fv'fp[1' I- v: p ='> (pA,,) E' 1'] 

2. \ir'f"t,'fp[r I- (1.'6)1.: p ='> 3p'[1' \- 1.: (p' --+ p)" l' I- 1.': p'll 
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3. VI' V v V,\' P.P' [r I- (p' Av)t : p =} 3 p" [p == p' ---+ p" f\ r(p' Av) I- t : p"ll 

Proof: By induction on the daivation of r I- t : p. 

Lemma 2.15 (Subterm lemma) 
VI'V,VpV,.[(r I- t : p f\ t' is a subtenn oft) =} 3p 3p,[r' l- t' : p']] 
Proof: By induction on t. 

Lemma 2.16 (Substitution lemma) 

1. VrV,Vp,p,V"EV[r I- t : p =} na := P']I- t[a := p'] : p[a := p'll 

2. VrV"t'vp,p,[r(pAv ) I- t : p' f\ r I- t' : p =} r I- t[v := t'] : p'] 

Proof: 1: by induction on r I- t : p. 2: by induction on r(pAv) I- t : p'. 

Theorem 2.17 (Subject Reduction) 
VrV,Vt'I'--*iJ,,vp[r I- t: p =} r I- t' : p] 

o 

o 

o 

Proof: By induction on --*(3 using the Genemtion and Substitution lemmas for the basic 
case. 0 

Lemma 2.18 (Unicityof Types) 

1. VI'V,\'p,p,[r I- t : p f\ r I- t : p' =} P == p'] 

2. VrVt,t'vp.p,[r I- t: p f\ r I- 1.' : p' f\ 1. =f3 I' =} P == P'] 

Proof: 1 is by an easy induction on t. 2 is by Church Rosser, Subject Reduction and 1. 0 

Definition 2.19 (St1YJngly Normalising terms with respect to --*f3) 

We say that a term t is st1YJngly normalising with respect to --* iJ iff evel'y reduction path using 
--*f3 and starting at t tel·minates. 

Theorem 2.20 (St1YJng Normalisation with respect to --*f3) 

If r I- t : p then t is st1'Ongly llOl'1Iwlising with respect to ---'ff{3. 

3 Generalising reduction 

o 

In this section we shall extend the classical notions of redexes and ,a·reduction of A_. We 
shall show that this extension of A~ satisfies aU the listed properties in Section 2. 

3.1 Extending redexes and /i-reduction 

Whon one desires to start a (:I. reduction on the basis of a certain "·item and a A·item occurring 
in one segment, the matching of the 8 and the A in question is the important thing, even when 
the 8· and A·items are separat.ed by other items. I.e., the relevant question is whether they 
may together become a. 8A·segment after a number of ,a·steps. This depends solely on the 
structure of the intermediate segment. If such an intermediate segment is well· balanced then 
the 8·item and the A·item ma.tch and ,a·reduction based on these two items may take place. 
Here is the definition of well·bala.nced segments: 
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Definition 3.1 (well-balanced segments in A~) 

• The empty segment 0 is a well-balanced segment; 

• If s is a well-balanced segment, then (t' O)S(pA") is a well-balanced segment. 

• The concatenation of well-balanced segments is a. well-balanced segment; 

A well-balanced segment has the same structure as a matching composite of opening and 
closing brackets, each 0- (or A- )item corresponding with an opening (resp. closing) bracket. 

Now we can easily define what matching oA-couples are, given a segment s. Namely, they 
are a main o-item and a main A-item separated by a well-balanced segment. Such couples 
are reducible couples. The o-item and A-item of the oA-couple are said to match and each of 
them is called a part.ner or a part.nered it.em. The it.ems in a segment that are not partnered 
are called bachelor it.ems. The following definition summarizes all this: 

Definition 3.2 (match, OA- or' "educible couple, partner, pm·tnered item, bachelor item, bach
elor segment) 
Let t be a A-+-tC1'1H. Let s == ,<;] ••• Sn be a segment occun'ing in t. 

• We say that Si and Sj Inatch, when 1 ::; i < j ::; 11" Si is a 5-item, Sj is a A-item, and 
the sequence Si+l, ... , 3j_1 forms a well-balanced segment. 

• When Si and 8j match, we call SiS; a oA-couple or reducible couple. 

• When Si and Sj match, we call both 8i and Sj the partners in the oA-couple. We also 
say that Si and S; are partnered dems. 

• All A· (or o.)ite",s $k in t that m'e not partnered, are called bachelor A· (resp. o.)items. 

• A segment consisting of bachelor' items only, is called a bachelor segment. 

• The segment Si, .. 'Sim consisting of all bachelor main A- (or' o.)ite",s ofs is called the 
bachelor A· (or 0-)segment of S. 

Example 3.3 In s == (PIA", )(P2A"2)( t I O)(P3Av3 )(P4Av,)( t20)( t30)( t.,0)(PSAV5 )(P6A"6 )(tso): 

• (tIO) matches wit.h (P3A",), (1.,0) matches with (PsAv,) and (t30) with (P6A",). The 
segment.s (tl 0)(P3Av,) a.nd (t40)(PsA"5) are oA-segment.s (and oA-couples). There is 
another oA-couple in s, viz. the couple of (1'30) and (P6Av,). 

• (tIO), (P3Av,), (t30), (t40), (PsAv,) and (P6A",), are the partnered main items of s. 
(PIA",), (P2Av2)' (P4A",), (t20) a.nd (tsb), are ba.chelor items. 

• (PI Av, )(P2 A"2) and (P4A", )(128) a.re bachelor segments, whereas (t30)( t40)(PsA"5) and 
(t30)(t40)(PsA",)(P6A"6) are non-bachelor, the latter also being a well-balanced segment. 

De Bruijn uses another terminology; sec e.g. [de Bruijn 93]. In his phrasing, o-items are appli. 
cators or A's, a.nd A-it.ems arc abst.mct.o,·s or T's. For 8A-segmellts he uses the word AT-pair 
and for oA-couples he uses AT-couples. Void iJ-reductioll (i.e.: the reduction (tIO)(PAv)t ---+(3 t 
if v if: FV(t», he calls AT·removal. 

Having a.rgued a.bove tha.t. iJ-reduction should not be restricted t.o the oA-segments but 
may take into account other ca.ndida.tes, we can extend our notion of fJ-reduction in this vein. 
Tha.t is to say, we luay allow 15>.-couples to have the saIne "reduction rights" as I)A-segments. 

In order (,0 accomplish this, we tha..nge t.he iJ-reduction of Definition 2.6 to the following: 
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Definition 3.4 (Gene""l {3-1'Eduction "-'{3 for A_) 
General one-step {3-1'Edllction ~ {3, is the least compatible relation generated out of the following 
axzom: 

(general {3) (t,O)S(pAv)t "-'{J s(t[v:= t,]) if s is well-balanced 

General """(3 is the l'Ef/e>:ive and t1Yl1J.9itive closu1'E of ~(3 and ""{3 is the least equivalence 
relation generated by ~ p. 

Example 3.5 Take Example 1.4. As (X20)(X4Ax7)(X30)(X3Ax6) is a well-balanced segment, 
then (x,o)«X, --> X2)Ax,) is a 6A-couple and 

1== (>:,O)(>:20)(X4Ax7)(":30)(X"Ax,.)«X, --> X2)Ax;)(X40)X5 
(x 26)(X4Ax7)( X30)( X 3Ax6)« (:1:,,6):"5)["5 := x,]) 
("26)(X 4Ax7)( X30)( X 3Ax, )("40)X, 

The reducible couple (,,:,0)( (X, --+ X 2 )Ax;) also has a corresponding ("generalised") red ex 
in the traditional notation, which will a.ppear after two one-step {3-reductions, leading to 
(Ax;:X,_x, .X5a:4)X,. \Vith ~(3, we could reduce «AX7 :X •. (A X6 :X,.Ax;:X,_x, .X5X4)X3)X2)X, to 
(A X7 :X •. ( AX6:X3 .x, a:4 )a:3)":2. This redllction is difficult to carry out in the classical A-calculus. 
The item notation enables a· new a.nd import.ant sort of reduction which has not yet been 
studied in relation to t.he st.andard A-calculus up to date. We believe that this generalised 
reduction (introduced in [Nederpclt 73]) can only be obtained tidily in a system formulated 
using some form of our item notatioll. In fact, one is to COlnpare the bracketing structure of 
the classical term I of Example 1.4, wit.h the bracketing structure of the corresponding term 
in item notation: 

Example 3.6 The "bracketing structure" of «AX7:X, .(AX6:X3 .Ax;:X,_x, .-- )X3)X2)X, is com
patible with '[, b h h h 1.1', where '[i' and 'Ji match. In item notation however, it has the 
bracketing structure [[][ J]. 

We strongly believe tha.t it is the itelllllotation which enables us to extend reduction smoothly 
beyond --;;(3. Because a well-balanc<,d segment may be empty, the general {3-reduction rule 
presented above is reaJly an extension of the classical {3-reduction rule. 

Lemma 3.7 Let t."t2 be A_-Iel·lIIs. If I, --+{3 12 in the sense of Definit.ion 2.6, thent, ~(3 t2 
in the sense of Definilion 3.4. M01"eOvel·, if /., ~(3 t2 comes from contracting a OA-segment 
Ihen 11 --+(312. 

Proof: Obvious as a oA-8eg",enl is a 8A-couple. 0 

3.2 Properties of A_ with generalised reduction 

If we look at Section 2.2, we see that Cont.ext, Genera.tion, Subterl11, Substitution and Unicity 
of Types (part 1) lemmas are not affect.ed by ollr extension of Reduction. Hence, they all 
still hold for A_ with ~(3. The only three (and very important) properties that get affected 
by -{3 a.re: Church Rosser (Theorem 2.12), Subject Reduction (Theorem 2.17), Unicity of 
Types (pa.rt 2, Lemma 2.18), and Strong Normalisation (Theorem 2.20). In this section, we 
shall show that these properties are preserved for ~{J. 

The proof of the generalised Chu rch Rosser theorem is simple. The idea is to show that 
if t -(3 t' then t =(3 /.' and to use the Church Rosser property for =(3. 
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Lemma 3.8 If t ""{3 t' then t ={3 I.'. 
Proof: It suffices to considel' the case I. "" SI(t 10),(pAv )t2 where the contracted redex is 

based on (tl0)(pA"), t' "" Sl ,(12[v := ttJ), and, is well-balanced (hence lleight(,) is even). 
We shall prove the lemma by inducl.ion on lleight(8). 

• Case lleight(8) = 0 then obvious as ""tJ coincides with -+tJ in this case. 

• Assume the property holds when lleight(8) = 2n. Take 8 such that lleight(8) = 2n + 2. 
Now .. s = (t3li)s'(p'>'v')s" WhCl'C Sf, stl m'e well-balanced. Assume v ¢. v' (if necessary, 
use renarning). 

As 8(t2[V := tl]) ~(3 8'(8"(t2[V := ttJ)[v':= t3]), we get by IH and compatibility that 

t' ={3 81 ?(8"(t2[V:= ItJ)[v':= 13]) "" 81 ?(S"[V':= t3])(t2[V:= ttJ[v':= t3]) "" t. 

MOl'eovel', I"" sl(t,8)(t38)?(p'A,,')8"(pA")1' 2 ""{3 SI(t18)S'(S"(pAv)t2[V':= t3]) ""BG 

S1(t10)S'(s"[v':= 13])(pA,,)(12[V':= 13]) "" I". Hence by IH, I ={3 til 

Now, I" ~(3 s,?(s"[v' := /.3])(t2[V' := 13][V := tl])' 
FV(l3). IIence, by III and subslitution, 

But by BC, V, v' rt FV(tJ) U 

I" =(3 SI?(8"[V':= 13])(12[V:= 11 ][v':= 1'3]) "" t"'. 

TI .. {. t 't" I" 't'" 1 t' IIff Itt' le1eJ01C, '={J ' " ={'i' an('. ={3 , , lcnce ={3 . 

Corollary 3.9 Ifl """{3 I' then t =f3 1/. 

Theorem 3.10 (The geneml Church Rossel' the01'em) 

If t """'(3 tl and I """ {3 t2, then thel'e e:l;isls 13 such that 11 ..., {3 t3 and 12 """ {3 13· 

o 

o 

Proof: As I. -{3 1'1 and I ~{3 t, then by Corollary 3.9, I ={3 11 and t ={3 t 2 . Hence, 
t, ={3 12 and by the Church Hossel' propel·ty f01' the classical lambda calculus, there exists t3 
such that tl --"'{3 t3 and t2 --"'Ii 13 . Bu/., I' -*{3 IN implies t' """'(3 1.1l Hence the Church-Rosser 
theorem holds fOl' the gcneml j3-1'Cduction. 0 

For the proof of Subject. Reduct.ion, we need t.he following "shufHe lemma". 

Lemma 3.11 r f- S](lltI)8212 : P ¢} r f- Sl 8,(t , 8)I, ; P whel'e S2 is well-balanced and the 
binding vG.1'iablcs in 82 m'e not. free in t}. 

Proof: By induction on lleight(",). 

• case lleight(82) = 0 Ihen nothing to prove. 

• case lleight(s2) = 2, say S2 "" (t 3 t1)(p]A,,). We use induction on 118ight(s'). 

Suppose lleight( Sl) = o. 
*) suppose r f- (t18)(t30)(P1A")12: p. 
Using the GcncT'ation lemma thrce times, we obtain: 

r I- (t30)(PI Av )12 : p' -+ P 

r f- t, : p' 

r f- (PI A" )12 : PI -4 (p' -4 p) 

r I- 13 : PI 

r(pIAv) f- 12 : p' -4 P 
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Hence 

Now, 

And so, 

r(PIA,,) f- (lJoh : P 

r f- (P IA,,)(t IO)t2 : PI -+ P 

r f- (t.30)(PIA,,)(tIO)t2 : P 

~) Suppose r f- (1.3/i)(PIA,,)(tIO)t2 : p. 

(Context, ---+-elimination, (1), 

(---+-introduction, (4)) 

(-+-elimination, (5), (2)) 

Using the Generation lem.ma th"ee times we obtain: 

r f- (PIAv)(t.10)t2 : PI -+ P 

r f- t3 : PI 

r(pI Av) f- (l10)t2 : P 

r(PI Av) f- t2 : p' --; P 

r(PIA,,) f- tl : p' 

Hence, r f- (PIA,,)1. 2 : PI ---+ (p' -7 p) 

r f- (l3/i)(PI A,,)/2 : p' -+ P 

l' f- II : p' 

r f- (t.IO)(t30)(PIAv)t2 : P 

- Now suppose weight(st) = 1/ + 1. 

* Case 81 '" (t4/i)S; then 

( ___ -int"oduction, (7)) 

( ___ -elimination, (6), (g)) 

(context, (8), as v if: FV(tl)) 

(-+-elimination, (1O), (11)) 

l' f- (t40)S; (tl/i)( 13/i)(PI A,,)t2 : P {?G",erat;on;~-el;m;not;on 

r f- s; (tI0)(t30)(PIA,,)t2 : p' ___ P /\ r f- 14 : p' {?1II 

r r- s~ (t.38)(PI "\11)(1.1 (j)t.2 : p' ---+ p 1\ r f- 1.4 : p' ¢:} _-elimination;Generation 

r f- (t40)S\(t31i)(PIA,,)(/IO)t2: P 

* Case 81 :::: (P'2Av 1 )8i the'll. 
r r (P2Avl )8; ( 1.10)( t38)(plAv )t2 : p {:>Gener(l,tion;_-introduction 

(3)) (4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

r(p2Av') f- :5,,(iIO)(t30)(p,A,,)12 : P3/\ P '" P2 ___ P3 {?1II 

1'(P2Av') f- S; (t.30)(pIA,,)(tIO)t2 : P3 /\ P '" P2 --> P3 {? ~-;ntrodu"ion;Generat;on 

r f- (P2A,,')SW30)(p,Av)(t,/i)t2: p . 

• case weight("2) = 2(n+ 1), n 2: 1. If S2 '" (t30)S3(PIA,,)S4 where S3, S4 are well-balanced 
and IH holds fm' them, then: 
r f- SI(tI/i)(t3/i)S3(PIA,,)S4t2 : P {?[// 

l' f- 81(tIO)83(t30)(PIA,,)S41.2 : P {?IH 

r f- 81 S3(t l /i)(t3/i)(PIA,,)S4t2 : P {?IlI 

r f- Sl S3(t30)(PIA,,)(t,O)S4t2 : P {?[// 

l' f- Sl(t3/i)s3(PIA,,)(t l /i)s.,t 2 : P {?III 

r f- SI(t30)S3(PIAv)S4(tl/i)t2 : p. 0 

Remark 3.12 Note that ill Lemma 3.11 above, we insisted on the condition that the binding 
variables in 82 are not free in /'1 in order to avoid cases such as moving (vo) in (to/i)(pAv)(vo) 
to the left of (too)(pAv). 

Now we can prove Subject Reduct.ion for generalised ,a-reduction. 

Theorem 3.13 (Generalised Sub.iect Reduction) 
If r f- t : P and I """13 I.' then r f- I' : fl. 

Proof: By induction on """ (i. 
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• Basic Case: (t,O)S2(PIAv)t2 ""(3 82(1·2[v:= t,l) and I' f- (t , O)S2(PIA v)t2 : p. 
I' f- (tIO)S2(PI Av)t2 : P ~Lem",a 3.11 

I' f- S2(tIO)(PIA,,)t2 : P ~Le",,,,,, 2.17 

I' f- S2(t2[V := td) : p. 

• The reflexivity, transitivity and compatibility cases aT'€- casy. 

For Unicity of Types, we just need the following lemma: 

Lemma 3.14 1ft ""(3 t' then t =(3 t'. 
Proof: By induction on t ""Il t' using C01'01lm'y 3.9. 

Lemma 3.15 (Generalised Unicity of Types) 

.I. V,V,Vp,p,[I' f- I. : P II r f- t : P' ~ P == p'] 

2. V, V t,t' V p,p' [I' f- t : P II I' f- t' : P' II I ""(3 t' ~ P == p'] 

o 

o 

Proof: The pmof of 1 is the "ame f01' Lemma 2.18. The pmof of 2 is also carried from 
Lemma 2.18 using Lemma 3. j -I above. 0 

Now we come to the proof of Strong Normalisation. For this, we need the following definition: 

Definition 3.16 

• We say that. tEAT is strongly normalising with respect to -(3 iff every reduction 
path (with "espcct to -11) sl.arting at t, te1'1ninates. 

• We define SN = {t. E AT : I is stmngly normalising willi. respect to-(3}. 

• F01' A, B <;; AT we define A ~ B = {t. E AT : Vt' E A[(t'o)t E Bn. 

• We define [ 1 T ----> Power Sel of AT as follows: 

[al SN 
[p ---+ p'l [pI ----+ [p'[ 

• We call X <;; S N saturated iff: 

1. Vn 2: O,t!,···t" E SN,v E V[(tlO)···(tno)v EX]. 

2. Vn 2: O,t,tl,···,t" E SN,p E T,8 well-balanced,t' E AT 
[(t I6) .. . (t,,0)8(t'[1I := I]) E )( ~ (h6) .. . (1,,6)(t0)S(pA,,)t' EX]. 

• We define SAT = {X <;; AT : X saturated} 

Those familiar with the proof of Strong Normalisation of A_, will notice that we have accom
modated """'(3 in the definition of SN and that in the second condition of a saturated set, we 
have accomllloda.ted extended l'cdexps. The aCC01l11110dation of saturated sets with extended 
red exes is not necessary, the proof can go without it. Furthern10re, the following is the crucial 
lemma which highlights the differenee bet.ween "*11 and """'(3. Once this lemma is established, 
the proof of Strong Normalisation proceeds simila.rly to that of ordinary "*(30 
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Lemma 3.17 

1. SN E SAT. 

2. A,B E SAT =} A -----+ B E SAT. 

3. pE'T=} IplE SAT. 

Proof: 

1. SN <;; SN and ift],"', tn E S N, v E V then similarly (t]o)· .. (tno)v E SN. 
Now, if I, 1], ... , tn E S N, PET, S is well-balanced and I' E AT such Ihat 
(t]o)·· . (tnO)8(1'[1I := tll E SN then also (t]o)·· . (t"o)(tO)S(pAv)t' E SN: 

• Reduction." inside I.', I., 8" 01' one of the ti must terminate since these terms are S N 
(subtenas of SN-tenlls aTe themse/ves SN, t'[v:= I] is SN =} t' is SN). 

• A reduction path of (t]o) ... (J.n 1i)(tli)8(pAv)t' goes to (t; Ii) ... (t~Ii)( t" O)S'(pAv)t'" 
with t''''''f3 I'" etc. and then to (t;Ii)·. '(I~Ii)s'(t"'[v:= I"]); since 
(t,6)·· . (/n li )8(1.'[v := tll E SN also (1;1i).· ·(t~6)s'(t"'[v:= t"]) E SN. 

2. Suppose A, BE SAT. 

• As v E A f01' all v E V, we see: tEA -----+ B =} (vli)t E B =} (v6)t E SN =} t E 
SN. So A ---> B <;; SN. 

• Ift],"',tnESN,vEV thenforalltEA, astESN andBESAT, we get that 
(t.6)(1]0)" .(t"o)v E B. Hence (/.]0)" . (tnti)v E A -----+ B which proves condition 
1 of satumtirm. 

• As to condition 2, suppose 1.,1",,,,1,, E SN,I' E AT,8 is well-balanced, p a type 
and (1, Ii) ... (I n O)8(1'[v := I]) E A -----+ B. 
Let I" E A. Then (I"Ii)(I]o)·· . (1,,0)8(1'[v := tll E B, by definition of A -----+ B. 
IIence(t"Ii)(I]O)···(tnli)(tO)S(pA,,)I' E B sineeB E SAT,I" E A <;; SN. 
This means (t, Ii) ... UnO)(t1i)8(pAv)t' E A -----+ B. 

3. Easy induclion on the genemtion of p using 1 (Ind 2. 

Corollary 3.18 For all pET, we have Ipl fc 0 and IpJ <;; S N. 

o 

Proof: Note that no salumtcd set is empty (use S N fc 0 and condition 1 of saturated 

&~. 0 

Definition 3.19 

• A valuation is (J. map 9 : V ---+ AT 

• If g is a valuation then Ilg is defined inductively as follows: 

IvJg 
1(t1i)1'lg 
l(pA,,)tlg 

y(v) 
([tlgo)lt'lg 
(pA,,)1 tL(,,,~v) 

whe"e y(v:= N) is the valuation that assigns y(v') to v' ¢ v and N to v. Note that ItJg 
substitutes g( v') for v' in I /01' all free variables v' of I. F01' example, l(pAx)(yli)xJg = 
(pAx)(Y(Y )Ii)x. 
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• F is defined as follows: 

g F t : P iff Itl9 E Ip) 
g F r iff for all (pAu) E' r, we have g F v : P 
r F t : P iff for all valuations g, if g F r then g F t : P 

Lemma 3.20 (Soundness) 
If r I- t : P then r F t : p. 

Proof: By a stmightfo,'wa:/'d induction on the de"ivation of r I- t : p. We only treat the 
--> -introduction. 
Suppose r I- (pAu)t: p --> p' out ofr(pAu) I- t : p'. 

Suppose g F r in order to show g F (pAu)t : p --> p' (i.e. for all t' E Ip): (t'6)I(pAu)tlg E Ip'I). 
Let i' E Ipl. Then g( 11 := t') F r(pAv), so by the induction hypothesis It)9(v,=") E Ip'l. 
Since (t'8)I(pA u)t)g == (i'8)(pAv)ltlg(v,=u) -->(3 It I9 (v,=v) 111 := t'] == It)9("'=")' t' E Ipl <:;; SN 
and Ip'l E SAT, also (t'6)I(pA v)tJy E Ip'l. 0 

Theorem 3.21 (Stmng N01"1lwlisation with "espect to ~(3) 
If r I- t : p then t is stmngly nonnalising with 1'Cspect to """'(3. 

Proof: Suppose r I- t : p. Define g(v) = v. Then 9 F r (because Ipl E SAT, so V <:;; Ipl). 
Hence by soundness Itlg E Ipi <:;; SN. But Itlg == t. 0 

4 Term reshuffling 

In this section we shall rewrite t.erms so that all t.he newly visible redexes (obtained as a 
result of our item notation), can be subject to the ordinary classical ,a-reduction -"'(3. We 
shall show that this tertiI rewriting is correct and preserves both reduction (be it only in a 
certain sense) and typing. 

Let us go back to the definition of 8A-couples. Recall t.hat if s == 81' .. Sm for m > 1 where 
818m is a 8A-couple then 82 ... 8 m -l is a well-balanced segment, 81 == (t18) is the 8-item of the 
8A-couple and 8 m == (pA,,) is it.s A-item. Now, we can move SI in s so that it occurs adjacently 
to 8 m . That is, we rnay rewrite s as S2 ••• 8 m _] 313m. 

Example 4.1 The term (:C18)(:C26)(X4Ax7)(X36)(X3Ax6)((XI --> X2)'\x,)(X46)XS can be eas
ily rewritten as (x28)P'4Ax7)(X36)(X3A,r6)(:I:16)((X, --> X2)Ax,)(x48)xs by moving the item 
(x I 8) to the right. Hence, we can rewrit.e (or "eshuffle) a term so that all 6-items stand next 
to their matching A-items. This means t.ha.t we can keep the old ,a-axiom and we can contract 
redexes in any order. Such a·n action of reshuffling is not easy to describe in the classical 
notation. That is, it is difficult to describe how ((A;i:7:X4.(Ax6:X3.Axs:XI_X2.XSX4)X3)X2)Xl, is 
rewritten as (Ax7'x •. ( Ax",x".( A",",x 1 ~x, .'1:5:1:4):>:1 )":3)'''2. This is another advantage of our item 
notation. 

N ot.e furt.hermore t.ha.t the shuffling is not. problematic because we use the Barendregt Con
vention which means that no free variable will become unllecessarily bound after reshuffling 
due t.o the fact tha.! na.mes of bound and free varia.bles are distinct.. 

Lemma 4.2 If VO is a free OCCU1'7'ellCC of v in SSI t, then VO is j1'ee in S'ls t. 
Proof: By Be ll8 Av doe/j not occur in SSt t.. o 
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Example 4.3 Note that in Example 1.1, reshuffling does not affect the "meaning" of the 
term. In fact, in t == (X18)( x 2b)(X4Ax7 )('''38)(X 3Ax6)((X 1 ---7 X 2)AxJ(X48)X5, the free variable 
Xl cannot be captured by AX7 or A,.,. Moreover, t is equivalent, semantically and procedurally, 
to (x 28)(X4Ax7 )(x38)(X3Ax6)(a'18)((XI ---7 X2)Ax,)(x4b)a'5. 

We call this process of moving b-items of bA-couples in a term to occupy positions adjacent to 
their A-partners, tenn ,·eshuffiing. This term reshuffling should be such that all the 8-items 
of well-balanced segments in a term arc shifted to the right until they meet their A-partners. 
To do this however, we must study the r.lasses of partnered and bachelor items in a term. 

4.1 Partitioning the term into bachelor and well-balanced segments 

With Definition 3.2, we may categorize the main items of a term I. into different classes: 

1. The "pa.rtnered" items (i.e. tlH~ 8- a.nd A-itenls which a,re partners, hence "coupled" to 
a matching one). 

2. The "bachelors" (i.e. the bachelor A-items and bachelor 8-items). 

Lemma 4.4 Let Ii be the body of a lenl/. t. Then the following holds: 

1. Each bachelO1' main A-itc1Il in Ii pl'ccedes each bllchelO1' main 8 -item in s. 

2. The "emovol from Ii of all bachelor 11I0in items, leaves behind a well-balanced segment. 

3. The removal f1'01I/. 8 of all 1I/.oin 8A-couples, leaves behind a A ... A 8 .. . 8-segment, con
---.........-'-.-0---' 

n m 
sisling of all bachelor main A- and b-ite",s. 

4. If8 == Sl(tO)S2(PAv)S3 whcI'c (pA,,) and (to) match, then S2 is well-balanced. 

Proof: 1 is by induction on lIeight(S') for Ii == S'(pAv)sll and (pAv) bachelor in s. 2 and 
3 are by induction on lIeight(8). 4 ;., by induction on lIeight(s2)' 0 

Note that we have assumed 0 well-balanced. We assume it moreover non-bachelor. 

Corollary 4.5 F01' each nOIl-empl.y SEfl"lellt. 8, there is fl. unique partitioning in segments 
sO,s1, .. . ,8n , such awl 

2. For' all 0 :0: i :0: 1/., 8i i8 well-balanced in 8 f01' even i a.nd Si is ba.chelor in 8 for odd i. 

3. each bachelol' A-segment s.i precede8 cach bachelo'" 8-segment Sk in 8. 

4. S2" 't 0 fm' 1/. > O. o 

Example 4.6 Ii == (Pl A", )(P2Av2 )( I, b)(f':JA v3 )(p4A",)( 128)( 1.38)( t48)(p5Av5 )(P6Av6)( t58) has the 
following partitioning: 

• well-balanced segment So == 0, 

• bachelor segment. Sl == (PI'\", )((l2A",), 
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• well-balanced segment Sz '" (t,b)(P3Av,), 

• bachelor segment 83 '" (P4Av.)(t28), 

• well-balanced segment 84 '" (t31i)(t41i)(P5Av5)(P6Av6)' 

• bachelor segment 85 '" (tsb). 

4.2 The reshuffling procedure and its properties 

In what follows, we use w" wz, ... to range over {6} U {Av; v E V}, and we shall use A" Az, ... 
to range over both terms and types (i.e. over AT U T). 

Definition 4.7 T Sand T "re defined mutually "ccll1'sively 811ch that: 

TS(p) 
TS(s1l) 
TS((A,w,)·· . (Anwn)) 
TS(s) 
TS(80" "n) 

T(s(tli), (pAv)?) 
T(s, (t6)?) 
T(0,0) 

=dJ 
=df 

=dj 

=<lJ 
=df 

P 
T8(s)1I 
(T S(A,)w,) ... (T S(An)wn) 
T(0, s) 
TS(80)" .TS(sn) 

=<lJ (tli)(pAv)T(s, 81) 
=,If T(s(T8(t)6),?) 
=<lJ 0 

if (A, wI) ... (Anwn) is bachelor 
if s is well· balanced 
If So' .. Sn, is the unique 
pm·titioning of Corollary 4.5 

Note that in this definition, we usc", bachelor to mean", bachelor in S. 

The following lemma will be needed in the proofs: 

Lemma 4.8 

1. If s is well-balanced, then T( s" S 82) '" T S(s)T(8], S2)' 

2. If(t6) matches (pA,,) in? '" (t1i)s(pAv)SIl then TS(?) '" TS(s(t6)(pAv)slI).' 

3. Ifs contains no items which arc pa1"inered in t. then TS(st) '" TS(s)TS(t). 

4. Ifs is bachelor in st 01' is ",ell-balanced, then TS(st) '" 1'S(s)1'S(t). 

Proof: 1: by induction all, weight(s). Case weight(s) = 0 then obvious. 
Case s '" (l1i)?(p,\',)S" then 

1'(8" (tli)?(pA,,),1I sz) 
T S( s')T(8](TS( 1)1i), (pAv)SIl S2) 
T S(?)(T S( t)b)(pAv)TS( sll)T( s" sz) 
T( (T S(I)6), ?(pA,,)sll)T( 8" 8z) 

1'(8,(1'S(I)6), ?(pAv)811 8Z) ",IH 

T S(?)(T S(t)6)(pAv)1'(8], S" 82) ",IH 

T S(?)T( (T S( 1)6), (pAv)sll)1'(8], 8Z) =IH 

T S( (t6)S'(pA,,)S")T(8], 8Z) 

2: using 1. 3: let t == So ... '~n V a.nd s == s~· .. s~n be partitionings. Use cases on So being 
empty or not and on 8:n being bachelor 01' well-ba.lanced. 4: This is a corollary of 3 above. 0 

The following lemma. shows tha.t T S(t) changes all 6A-couples of t to 6A-segments. 

1 Not.e here that, from BO, no binding variables of s are free in t .. 
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Lemma 4.9 For every 8ublen1/. I' of ate,.,,,, t, Ihe following holds: 

1. T S( t') is well· defined. 

2. If s '" (t"b)Si(pA,,) is a subsegment of t' whem Si is well-balanced, then TS(s) '" 
T S( s')(T S( t")b)(p;",,). 

3. Ifs'" (A1wl)" '(Anwn) is bachelor in }', then TS(s) '" (TS(A1)wl)" . (TS(An)wn) is 
bachelor in T S (t'). 

4. Ifs is a 8ubsegment oft' which is well-balanced, then 1'S(s) is well-balanced. 

Proof: By induclion on t. 

• Case t '" v then t is the unique sublen1/. of t and all 1 .. ·4 hold. 

• Assume t '" (Aw )t2 whel'e II! holds fOl' A if A '" It and for t2' Let t' be a subterm of t. 
If t' is a s"bte,.,1l of tl (fol' A '" t1 ) or t2 then usc II!. If t' '" t then: 

- Case (Aw) i8 bachelol' then TS(t) ",L,mma 4.8(4) (1'S(A)w)TS(t2)' I!em alll···4 
hold by II! on A and t2. 

- Case A '" II A (/10') 11wtc/,es (pA") in t. I.e. t", (tlb)s(pAv)t3 then 
TS(t) ",Lemma 4.8(1,3) TS(s)(TS(tJ)b)(pA,,)1'S(t3)' Now use Iff to show 1·· ·4. 0 

Lemma 4,10 For all variables v and terms t, t' we have: 
1'S(t) '" TS(TS(t» and 1'S(t[v:= II]) '" 1'S(TS(t)[v:= TS(t')]). 

Proof: By induction on t we show that for all subterms til oft, TS(t") '" TS(TS(t")) 
and TS(t"[v:= t']) '" 1'S(1'S(t")[l1:= 1'S(II)]). 0 

Note that if t --"fJ II and if all t.he bA-couples in t are .lA-segments, then it is not necessary that 
all the .lA-couples oft' are bA-segments. In other words, we can ha,ve 1'S(tl ) --"fJ t2 where t2 ¢ 
l' S( t2)' For example, (:CI 0')( :C28)(p,\",)( (p' A". )"'4b)(P" Ax, )X5 --"(3 (:CI b)( :C2.l)(pAx,)(p' Ax.)X4. 
Following this remark, we show that. in a sense, term reshuffling preserves ,a-reduction. 

Lemma 4.11 Ift,t' E A~ and t "-"fJ t' then (3t")[(TS(I) --"(3 til) A TS(t") '" TS(t')J. In 
othe,' words, the following diagmm commules: 

t -----~..tfJ t' 
1'S/ 
1'S(I)- - - ---"(3 til 

/ 
1'S 

TS(t") '" 1'S(t') 

Proof: By induction on the gene,."l ""(3' 

• Case t, '" S'(t.,8)S(pA,,)t3 "-"fJ I' '" Si S(t'3[11 := i , ]), we usc induction on the number n of 
bachelor 8-items of Si that are pll1'tnel'ed in 13. Recall that s is well-balanced. 
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- Case n = 0 then 

T S(?(t,8)S(pA,,)t3) 
T S( s')T S( (t,8)S(pA"»T S( t3) 
T S(?)T S(s)(T S( t,)8)(pAv)T S( t3) 
TS(s')TS(s)(TS(t3)[V:= TS(t,)]) 
TS(t") 
TS(?)TS(s)TS(TS(t3)[V:= TS(t,)]) 
TS(s')TS(s)TS(t3[V:= t,]) 
TS(?S(t3[V:= t,])) 

=Lemma 4.8 (3,4) 

=.Lemma 4.8 (2,4) 

---t(3 

== til. 
=.Lemmas 4.9, 4.10, 4.8 (3,4) 

=Lemma 4.10 

- Assume the prope,·ty holds for n and let us show it for the case where 81 contains 
71 + 1 8-items which match A-items of t3. Let (t"b) be the leftmost such b-item 
of s'. Tuke? '" s;(t"b)s~ lind 13 '" S~(p'A"')t2 whe"e (t"b) matches (p'A",). By 
Lemma 4.4, (I."b)s1(t,8)s(pA,,)SS(P'A",) is well-balanced. Moreover, no item of s~ 
has a par·tne,· in (Iff b)s~(I., b)S(pA" )13' 

As s1(1.10)S(p>'v)s;(t."b)(p' Av' )12 "" f3 s~s( sW"8)(p' Av' )t2[V := t,]), we find by !H, 
tiff such that 

T S ( s~(I., b)S(pA" )sS(t" b)(p' A v' )t2) ---t (3 1m /\ 
TS(t"') '" TS(s7s(sW"b)(p'Av,)t,,[v:= t,])) 

Now, T S( 8; )t'" is the wanted tC1'1n because: 
TS(t) ",Lemma 4.8(4) TS(sDTS((t"b)s7(t,li)S(pAv)S~(p'>'v')t2) ",Lemma 4.8(2) 
T S( sDT S( S7(1.1 b)S(pAv)S~(t"b)(p' Av' )t2) --+(3 T S( s;)lm 
and T S(T S( 3Dt"') =LellJ.1'w '1.10 

TS(sDTS(s~s(sW"b)(p'Av')I2[v:= II])) ",Lemma 4.8(2),BC 
TS(sDTS((t"8)s7S(si[v:= t,])(p'>'v,)(t2[V:= t,])) ",Lemma 4.8(4),5;'85; well-balanced 
TS(s~(t"b')s~s(S~(p'Av')I,,[1I:= t1])) '" TS(t'). 

• The proof of compatibility is technical. The difficult case is: t", (t,8)t2 and t2 ""(3 t~. 

Distinguish the cases: (t, b) i$ bachelo,' or non-bachelor in t. D 

Corollary 4.12 If t -'(3 t' then the,'c nist to, t, , ... tn such that 
[(t '" to) /\ (TS(lo) ---t(3 I,) /\ (TS(I,) ---tIl /2) /\ ... /\ (TS(ln_') -+(3 tn) /\ (TS(tn) '" TS(t'»J 

Proof: By induction on -"+(3. 

• Case t ""(3 t' use Lemma 4.11. 

• Case t ~(3 t then obvious (n = 1 /\ to '" t /\ t, = TS(1.»). 

• Case t' -(3 t" /\ Iff ~{J tIff, then by III, the"e exist to, t""" tn, t~, t~,·· ·t:" such that 
(t' '" to)/\(T8(to) -+(J tIl/\(TS(t,) -->{3 t,,)/\·· ·/\(TS(t,,_,) -+(3 1,,)/\(TS(tn) '" TS(t"»/\ 
(t" '" t6) /\ (TS(16) ---t(3 tD /\ (1'S(tD ---t(3 til /\ ... /\ (TS(t:"_l) -->(3 t:") /\ (TS(t:") '" 
TS(t"')). IIence, (I' '" to) /\ (TS(lo) -+(J tIl /\ ... /\ (1'8(1.,,_,) -+(3 tn) /\ (TS(tn) -+(3 

t;) /\ ... /\ (T8(t:n_') ---t(J t:") /\ (TS(I:") == TS(t"'». 

Note that fa,· the basic and "eflexivc cases, n = 1 for sure. For' the transitive case, this 
may not be so. Fa" e>:ample, I '" (pA"J((p'>"'2)(p">'x3)x,b)(p"'Ax.)(X1b)(x,b)X4 -(3 i' '" 
(pA x,)(x,8)(p'Ax2 )';' yet I ~(3 I' does not imply the,'c exists t" such that TS(t) --+>{3 t" /\ 
1'S(i") '" TS(t'). There is however I, == (pA",)(x,b)(;/:,b)(p'Ax,)(p"Ax3 )X, and i2 '" t' such 
that TS(I) -+(3 11/\ TS(tJ) -4(1 12 and TS(I,,) '" TS(t'). D 
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Finally, we show that term reshuffling preserves typing: 

Lemma 4.13 If r I- t : p t.hen r I- T S(t) : p. 
Proof: By induction on I.. 

• Case I. == v, then nothing to prove. 

• Case t == (p' Av )t' then 

r I- (p' Av )t' : p 
r(p'Av ) I- t' : p" II P == p' ..... p" 

=> Generation 

=;JH 

r(p' Av) I- T 5 (I.') p" II P =' p' -+ p" 
r I- T5((p'Av)I.') : p 

=> _-introdu.ction, Lemma 4.8 (3) 

• Case t. == (1.'6)1." then 

Case (1.'8) is bachelor in t then 

r I- (t'8)/1' : p 
l' I- t' : p' II l' I- til : p' -+ p 
r I- T5(1.') : p' II r I- 1'5(tl') 
r I- (1' 5(1.')8)1'S(I.") : p 
r I- T5((/.'8)t") : p 

=>Generation 

p' ----7 P => _-elimination 

::::}Lemma 4.8 (3) 

Case (/.'8) is partnel'cd in I., then I. == (t'6)S(p'Av)t, whel'€ s is well-balanced, and 
no binding variables of s m'€ Fee in I.'. 

1'1- (/.'8)s(p'A,,)t, : p 
r I- I.' : p' II l' I- S(p' Av )1., : p' ..... p 
l' I- T 5(1.') : p' II l' I- l' S(s(p' A,,)I.,) 
1'1- (1'S(t')6)1'S(s(p'A,,)t,) : p 
1'1- (1'S(t.')b)TS(s)(p'A,,)1'S(t,) p 
1'1- TS(s)(TS(t')b)(p'A,,)TS(I,) p 
r I- TS(s(t.'b)(p'>',,)t,) p 
1'1- TS((t'b)s(p'A,,)t,l : p 

5 Conclusion 

=>Generation 

~lJI 

p' -+ P => __ elimination 

=}Lernma 4.8 (4) 

=>Lemma. 3.11 

::::}Lemma 4.8 (4) 

:::}Lemma 4.8 (2) 

~rI-T5(t): p 

o 

In this paper, we observed that if we chauge slightly the classical A-notation, then we can 
make more redexes visible. This is useful and is in line with current research on the needed 
redexes (for normal forms) as in [BKKS 87J. Making more redexes visible will work to our 
advantage if we could also contract these redexes before other ones. For example, in lazy 
evaluation ([Launchbury 93]), some red exes get frozen while other ones are being contracted. 
Now, if we had the ability of choosing which redex to contract out of all visible redexes, rather 
than waiting for some redex to be evaluated before we can proceed with the rest, then we can 
say that we have achieved a flexible system where we have control over what to contract rather 
than letting reductions force themselves in sOllle order. This may lead to some advantages 
concerning optimal reductions as in [Levy 80J. 
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With our notation, and our new ,8-reduction, we achieve this flexibility and freedom of 
choice. Moreover, we do not lose any of the original properties. We have shown in fact that 
what we provide is a more general ,8-reduction where more redexes are visible and where all 
the original properties (using ordinary classical reduction) still hold for our general reduction. 
We believe this to be an important breakthrough which may lead to new reduction strategies 
that may explain various programming principles (such as lazy evaluation) in an elegant way. 

We have shown furtl,er that, using item notation (which makes more redexes visible), one 
is able to stick to the old ,8-reduction and just do a simple reshuffiing so that these newly 
visible redexes can be contracted before other redexes. We have shown that this reshuffling 
(which is very simple and can only be enabled in our notation), is correct. In fact, reshuffling 
does really make all redexes subject. to immediate contraction and preserves typing. So, if 
t has type p then the reshuffled version of t also has type p. It is moreover the case that 
if t -{J t' using our extended reduction, then TS(t) can be transformed into TS(t' ) using 
classical reduction and intermediate t.erm reshuffling. 

The work carried out in t.his paper will have many applications. We mentioned the 
semantics of lazy evaluation and t.he new reduction strategies which may lead to further 
optimal results. These points arc under investigation. The new notation moreover deserves 
attention. [KN 93J and [NK 94J have shown many of its advantages for formulating and 
generalising type theory and for rendering subst.itution explicit in t.he A-calculus. Further 
advantages are also studied in [KN 9zJ. 
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